
Abstract. When frameworks and design principles for open innovation
and open sustainability innovation (OSI) were established in earlier re-
search, their foundations were originated from the expanded concepts of
universal design (UD) from human-computer interaction (HCI) in a pre-
scriptive form. This also was the basis of an inclusive innovation frame-
work (IIF) aiming for a sustainable information system design. In this
paper the IIF originating from the concept of combining UD and open
innovation (OI) in promoting information technology enabling sustain-
ability goals was analyzed together with OI and OSI frameworks. The
role of OI in formulating the IIF was thereby strengthened, which in
parallel helped recognizing the extended conceptions of sustainable HCI
(SHCI) and its future research path through the use of IIF.

Keywords: Inclusive Innovation Framework, Open Innovation, Open
Sustainability Innovation, Sustainability, Sustainable HCI, Universal De-
sign.

1 Introduction

The importance of sustainability has been acknowledged in academia, and differ-
ent research fields contribute to the pursuit of a sustainable future. Research in
computer science, information systems, and HCI directed towards sustainability
has predominantly been focused on environmental sustainability with the goal
of reducing the use of resources, e.g. saving electricity and water, and increasing
recycling or lowering emissions of carbon dioxide [4]. These goals are esteemed
ones, but a more potent solution could be attained by using a holistic perspective
when moving society towards sustainability. To be able to do so, the system de-
sign should correspond to different sustainability goals. Keeping these in mind,
IIF was proposed by Mustaquim and Nyström [20] for increasing sustainability
goal achievement through the design of an IT system.

However, when considering a design process for system development it is vital
to realize how the design process should be shaped and organized for the success
of that process [30]. Many theoretical frameworks in the form of instructions have
increased the problem of structuring a design process instead of appropriately
guiding and helping the designers choose which process to follow and thereby
gain a better design result. Consequently, this paper brings the IIF one step
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further forward in the attempt and exploration towards explaining the concept
of SHCI. In this paper we have analyzed IIF using the reason-centric perspective
of design, while two other preceding frameworks that work in parallel as a subset
of IIF were analyzed using an action-centric perspective of design. The analysis
showed that OI could successfully support IIF. The reason-centric properties of
the IIF could successfully satisfy some of the new SHCI research trends, which
confirmed that an IIF is apt for contributing in the system development on
which SHCI is focused. To do so, six identified suggestions for SHCI research by
Silberman et al. [29] were mapped with the reason-centric properties of IIF.

The paper is divided into six sections. The background section introduces
the theoretical foundations on which the research of this paper was formulated.
Section 2 presents the analysis of IIF, OI framework, and the OSI framework with
the Function-Behavior-Structure (FBS) and the Sensemaking-Coevolution-Im-
plementation (SCI) frameworks. Findings from the analysis are then compared to
the context of SHCI research parameters, which are also presented in section 3. In
section 4 the IIF is explored in depth based on the findings from the comparisons
within the context of SHCI. Finally, discussion and future work possibilities are
given in section 5, followed by a conclusion in section 6.

2 Background

2.1 The Inclusive Innovation Framework

The IIF (Figure 1) was proposed to enhance the system development process
by using four design principles taken from the UD concept that works to build
the “inclusive innovation design space.” By using the IIF system, designers will
have a higher chance of reaching user satisfaction; the set sustainability goals
will follow and finally system success can be achieved.

The four design principles to follow in design are: Simple intuitive use gained
when the information from the system is easily perceptible, and if the user can
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employ the system without much effort. Perceptible information will, by the
system design, guarantee that information presented through the system be ac-
curate, easily perceptible, and need little physical effort. Low physical effort de-
notes that the system design incorporates flexibility and accordingly needs less
physical effort during use. Flexible in use signifies the system design allowing
flexibility and being used intuitively.

Through the system supporting actions the probability to achieve set sus-
tainability goals increases. Hence, the user satisfaction parameter is crucial and
should be manifested in the system’s design strategy. To summarize the frame-
work: by promoting the system designer’s desired sustainability actions and/or
goals, the system success phase should be reached if the system is easy to under-
stand, remember, and learn, in addition to being simple and spontaneous. IIF is
a holistic way of designing systems that tackle our dire situation concerning sus-
tainability and increasing the possibility of reaching sustainability—a possible
game changer.

2.2 Open Innovation and Open Sustainability Innovation

OI as a concept was introduced by Henry Chesbrough, but it is debated whether
or not it is something genuinely new or simply a repackage of existing theories
and practices in innovation strategies [34, 35]. The different approaches and the
lack of clear demarcations and definitions of innovation concepts like user inno-
vation, OI, and crowdsourcing is apparent [20]. We see the strength and benefits
of OI in its attempt to collect different innovation strategies, the emphasis on
the importance to align innovation strategies with the overall business strategy,
and its goal of bringing value and competitive advantage to a company. OI em-
phasizes the importance of external stakeholder involvement in the innovation
process. This becomes crucial, especially when considering three identified im-
portant changes in “Research & Development” [27]: first, a shortening of the
technology cycle. The cycles, including scientific and technological developments
and the product life cycle, have been slowly shortening and thus forcing com-
panies to work harder on product development, e.g. the mobile phone industry,
which the product life cycle of a specific phone model has decreased from around
1-2 years in the early 1990s to now be around 6 months. OI could improve the
link between research and development. Hence, new product innovations could
become faster if external stakeholders like suppliers and consumers could be in-
volved. Secondly, a technological explosion by around 90 percent of our present
technical knowledge has been generated over the last 55 years. OI could improve
the link with academic research through joint ventures, ideation, and new busi-
ness incubator, etc. Thirdly, a globalization of technology and increased techno-
logical transfer in the form of strategic alliances and licensing has been noted by
companies (especially in countries of the Pacific Rim) that have an ability to ac-
quire and assimilate technology into new products, e.g. the creation in 2012 of a
new company, “Japan Display Inc.,” formed through the integration of Toshiba
Mobile Display, Sony Mobile Display, and Hitachi Display. The company will
carry out research and development in small and medium-sized displays [14].



OI implies that the business strategy incorporates the idea of an intellectual
property (IP) market that makes it possible to sell, license, and acquire an IP
to maximize the added value of both internal and external innovations. Hence
designing a system that engages stakeholders by using OI strategies should in-
crease the awareness and the possibility of reaching sustainability goals [19] and
therefore the OI framework and OSI derives foundation from OI.

The OI framework consists of design principles that work in a logical se-
quence to achieve the overwhelming goal of increasing the stakeholder involve-
ment that constitutes a prerequisite for OI and is therefore needed to accomplish
a successful use of OI. The crucial components needed are: understanding of the
importance of the business model, achieving extended user involvement, aiming
for error reduction, and getting most users involved while eliminating restric-
tions [18]. OSI framework was constructed by using marketing theory that re-
sults in sustainable marketing and the basic buying decision that constitutes the
purchase of a product. By using OI the end result could be a sustainability goal
by a cyclic process that balances the customers’ desired state and their require-
ments. Issues to be resolved are information presentation/communication, the
gap between customers’ desires and requirements, the convenience and support,
and how to balance the added value compared to the cost [21].

2.3 Sustainable HCI

Academic sustainability research in HCI has burst in the recent years [1,4], which
also can be seen in the increase of sustainability as subjects and/or tracks in
computer science, information systems, and HCI conferences. This trend has also
been noticed in other research fields. The use of sustainability is unfortunately
somewhat arbitrary and dependent on the author and context, since no definitive
definition exists, albeit the UN’s Sustainability Development Goals having been
argued in recent SHCI workshops [26]. The sustainable definition used in this
paper was based on the declaration of the world commission on environment and
development (WCED) regarding sustainable development as meeting the needs
of the present, but not to compromise for the future generation to meet its needs
[33]. Most research in SHCI is limited towards only dealing with environmental
sustainability [4, 5] and SHCI has previously been focused on reducing carbon
dioxide emission, resource reduction by changing individuals’ behavior towards
consumption, and all these attempts through the design of systems [6]. Bates
et al. [1] emphasized that broadening our understanding of how to redesign
technology, systems, and society is of uttermost importance in a SHCI context.
The essence of shaping the individual’s behavior towards sustainability is critical
and the design, thereby, plays an essential role in the transition to a sustainable
society [31], although some argue a move beyond the individual to attain traction
when considering sustainability [15,29].

The different frameworks developed by Mustaquim and Nyström could be
used as philosophical guidelines to follow in order to increase the chance of
reaching a set sustainability goal. A broader consideration of sustainability is
also imperative due to the complexity and multidimensionality of sustainability,



e.g. the triple bottom line (TBL) [7] that considers three components: the natural
environment, society, and economic performance. Another viewpoint is given by
the quadruple bottom line (QBL) [36], which states that sustainability is linked
to personal needs, environmental needs, and social needs in which economical
concern is a means to satisfying these needs. There are further frameworks to
choose from. Which of these we prefer is not as vital a point as understanding
the complexity and interconnection of variables that constitute sustainability. We
need to consider a holistic view of sustainability when we design systems [22].
SHCI should therefore not be limited to only environmental concern if we want
to achieve a truly sustainable system. Another consideration is the predominant
focus on human needs and thereby omitting to give value and voice to other
animals and living things. The designer of systems must be cautious when de-
signing, since its influential power could give an unintentional and unconscious
result [31].

3 Analysis, Comparison, and Findings

The designer should contribute new knowledge by answering questions relevant
to human problems, by the creation of innovative artifacts which must be built
and then evaluated [12, 13, 17]. The foundation of the design science paradigm
can be found in engineering and the sciences of the artificial [30]. For analyz-
ing the IIF an engineering design process theory titled “FBS framework” was
selected. A representation of IIF with the FBS framework is shown in Figure 2.
The expected behavior of the structure is considered to yield “user satisfaction”
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Fig. 2. A representation of IIF using the FBS framework (adapted from [16,23])

and a predicted behavior of the structure is “system success.” The expecta-
tions from the artifacts and their results are different sustainability goals, from
which occasional transformation would occur with UD principles. Nonetheless,



functional reformulations could occur between UD principles and sustainability
goals while behavioral reformulation could occur between UD principles and user
satisfaction in the form of transformation. User satisfaction and system success
could be used for evaluation, e.g. in the form of a comparison or benchmarking
of the designed system. Remy et al. [26] emphasized the need of SHCI to validate
and showcase why a design solution works by thorough evaluations. Finally, the
knowledge of UD principles could be transformed into the inclusive innovation
design space.

In the FBS framework the purpose of the design is perceived as the successful
transformation of certain functions into a design description to facilitate the
described artifact as able to produce the addressed functionalities [10, 23]. The
rationale behind selecting the FBS framework is that it reflects a reason-centric
perspective of the system design. In reason-centric perspective the cognitivist
view of human action is described as a sequence of different sets of action with
some preconceived end [23,32] and a design could then be viewed as a plan-driven
problem solved by triggering any replanning due to unanticipated conditions [23].
In the IIF the end design should reflect the addressed functionalities in the
framework and each function could furthermore be viewed as a different set
of actions with a desired end goal. Replanning could be necessary to implement
successfully each of the functions from which each function implementation could
be viewed as a plan-driven problem-solving strategy.

Alternatively, the OI and OSI frameworks were analyzed using the SCI frame-
work adapted from Ralph [24], which emphasized the action-centric perspective
of system design, as opposed to the rational decision-making, i.e. reason-centric
perspective [23]. Social constructivism theorizes that social interaction consti-
tutes what knowledge creation is based on and an action-centric perspective of
the design. Therefore, the SCI framework could be viewed as a consistent re-
flection of a conversation between the designers and situation [23, 24]. Both the
OI and OSI frameworks from Mustaquim and Nyström [18, 21] were based on
the concept that improved design could be derived through interaction. Hence, it
would be rational to use an action-centric perspective of design to analyze the OI
and OSI frameworks. A representation of the SCI framework within the context
of OI and OSI is shown in Figure 3. The operations and concepts of the FBS
and SCI frameworks were adapted from Ralph [23], and these two frameworks’
corresponding meanings for the IIF (from [20]), OI framework (from [18]), and
OSI framework (from [21]) were plotted and presented in Table 1 and 2. Figure 2
and 3 were based on the operations and concepts of these two tables.

A comparison between the reason- and action-centric perspectives of the
three addressed frameworks, highlighted through the SHCI dimensions, were
then generated and presented in Table 3. These dimensions of SHCI design issues
were selected from the work of Silberman et al. [29]. The authors identified the
selected six dimensions that address the next steps and efforts towards what
SHCI research should aim at. Based on the factors listed in Table 3, conclusions
were drawn. Thus SHCI, through the practice of IIF in system design, is explored
and discussed in section 4.
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Table 1. Operations of the FBS framework and its corresponding meanings for the
IIF

Operation Inputs Outputs
Meaning in Inclusive
Innovation Framework

Analysis
Inclusive innovation
design space

Sustainable
information
system

The process of deriving the
sustainability goals, user
satisfaction, and system success

Catalog
Lookup

User satisfaction,
system
success and
sustainability

Inclusive
innovation
design space

The appropriate design
structure to successfully
run the UD principles

Evaluation
User satisfaction
and sustainability

System success

Comparison of user
satisfaction and sustainability
to determine if the design
structure will be able to
successfully use UD principles

Formulation
User satisfaction,
system success, and
sustainability

Sustainability
Derive sustainable behavior
from the set of UD
principles

Production of
Design
Documentation

Inclusive
innovation design
space

Inclusive innovation
design framework

Transfer the selected design
structure to a design description
for system designers

Synthesis Sustainability
Inclusive innovation
design space and
user satisfaction

Sustainability is used as expected
behavior of the end system, based
on the knowledge of user
satisfaction with the system



Table 2. Different concepts of SCI framework and their meaning for OI and the OSI
framework

Concept Meaning for OI Framework
Meaning in OSI
Framework

Constraints
Removing any restriction from the
design objective of OI, by
practicing it for the majority

Removing constraints to reduce the gap between
customer’s requirement and desire

Design agent
Selection of a group of entities for
successful involvement of users
in a wide-ranging perspective

Selection of a group of entities for making
information presentation for the customer a
less complicated task

Design object’s
environment

The totality of the wide range of user
involvement and contact that is
expanded through the academia

Make information presentation about a product
for the customer an easy task

Design agent’s
environment

The totality of the whole business model
involved in OI practice

The totality of the evaluation of product towards
differing alternatives and enhancing better
communication with customers

Design objects
The possibility of a reduced error objective,
through the help of OI

Ensuring a balanced flow between different
variables of customer cost for successful
OSI practice

Goals

Realizing the corporate strategies properly
for understanding the effect of a wide range
of user involvement and thereby generating
the proper business model

Provide transparent information to customers
for the positive impact on their
post-purchase behavior

Mental picture
of context

Collection of design principles for system
designers in OI design process
and its designer’s environment

Collection of design principles for sustainable
innovation through OI

Mental picture
of design object

Collection of beliefs used by the designers
to improve the design principles concerning
OI process

Collection of beliefs used by the designers to
improve the design principles concerning OSI
process

Primitives
Set of design principles for a successful
user involvement initiation

Appropriate business model for the successful
user involvement towards sustainable product
development through innovation

Requirements
The ability to trade innovation for increased
user involvement in the innovation process

Ability to add values into the product design
for the convenience of the design process

Sense-making
Organizing the OI environment
for creating or refining a new business model

OSI process planning through the
simplicity in the design process

Coevolution
Refining the OI process using
the mental picture of the extended
business model

Provide error-free customer solutions for efficiency
during the OSI process and update the
mental picture of the designer for the innovation

Table 3. Comparison of two perspectives based on the SHCI dimensions

SHCI Dimension Reason-centric Perspective (IIF)
Action-centric Perspective
(OI and OSI)

Specify and operationalize
goals

The positivist approach using design principles
outside the traditional way of looking into HCI
for achieving sustainability through design

Design work in sustainability discourse
outside HCI where the constructivist
approach leads towards innovation

Longer timescale research

Long-term design process by involving different
stakeholders triggering cumulative and iterative
design process for improved sustainability
achievement through design

Long-term social and economic process
influencing OI and OSI method
for improved sustainability
address in practice

Building system for
everyday use

Inclusive design process by making it possible to
fit in everyday product or system design and
evaluation, thereby building new knowledge
in the SHCI domain

Direct influence of product design
through the OI and OSI

Draw from and support
work outside HCI

Expanding the traditional usability concept from
HCI towards sustainability achievement by
user satisfaction and system success

Gaining sustainability knowledge from
business research, using the OI and
OSI to produce new knowledge in SHCI

Diversifying sustainability
issues

Bridging the gap between UD and
sustainability by diversifying traditional
sustainability issues under the shed of UD
and its principles

Diversifying the SHCI scopes in new
research domains through the creative
practice of OI and OSI

Multi-scale, complex
sustainability problems

Build new SHCI dimensions and actions
based on the traditional sustainability issues for
different artifact results and improved information
processing capabilities

Escaping only the ecological sustainability
issues by focusing on larger systems with
different corporate strategies for practicing
OI and OSI



4 Sustainable HCI and Inclusive Innovation Framework

The six dimensions of SHCI for future research are discussed in this section
in the context of basic notions of SHCI and their relations with the IIF. The
IIF was constructed with four UD principles (as described in subsection 2.1)
that would work in a circular process in the inclusive innovation design space
(Figure 1.) This will also address three identified universal usability challenges:
user diversity, technology variety, and gaps in user knowledge [28]. While the
SHCI research field has mainly been concerned with designing technology to
change human behavior on environmental impacts [1,2] and designing technolo-
gies to reduce impact on the environment, an IIF for a system design process
can contribute towards both of these dimensions of SHCI. By specifying and
operationalizing certain goals through the design for sustainability, the dimen-
sions of sustainability could be handled properly, since they exist independently.
The IIF takes into account certain design goals and in that process look beyond
the traditional way SHCI issues have previously been handled. The dimensions
of sustainability are not independent themselves and therefore the definition of
sustainability could vary depending on the situation and context. Hence, IIF in
the design process could help in identifying the correct structured goal to define
sustainability in the proper context of the problem.

The IIF could involve different stakeholders in the design process, since it is
built within a design space of the OI. While much research has been conducted
in the domain of SHCI in a little over a decade, it is possible to notice a trend
of predominantly scientific publications with frameworks and design principles
for small-scale/specific problems and design issues. IIF showed that the design
process could be iterative and cumulative over time by involving multiple stake-
holders; therefore suitable to handle large-scale design problems associated with
sustainability issues. Persuasions could be initiated and tackled by the introduc-
tion of the IIF in the design process. Also, very few of the SHCI research results
are inevitable today and may be seen as end products for user behavior change
for sustainability. A design process that is inclusive and based on UD principles
aiming for sustainable outcomes with proper user satisfaction and system success
would undoubtedly tend to contribute in designing products and services for end
users. The use of OI concept in the IIF design space influences this motivation
towards truly designing products and services.

Several discussions have triggered the idea of using SHCI as a multi- and
interdisciplinary research domain for collaborating with different research do-
mains [4] (the roots of HCI are multidisciplinary [11]). Bringing external knowl-
edge from other research domain and using it in the context of SHCI is inter-
esting; the opposite is also necessary, i.e. to contribute other research domains
from the SHCI perspective. Since sustainability is multidisciplinary in nature,
the contribution from SHCI could be extensive in other research fields, which
would extend HCI research possibilities together with contributions in other
research domains. The traditional concept of usability engineering in HCI [11]
could be expanded with IIF by looking into sustainability achievement through
system success and user satisfaction, thus creating a completely new dimension of



looking into sustainability through design). IIF is therefore highly promising and
could probably contribute in the multidisciplinary research domain. Accordingly,
SHCI research can see the sustainability problem as a more diversifying issue.
The way SHCI looks into the sustainability problems (based upon the multidi-
mensionality and many levels of analysis) have merely expanded its scope beyond
academic publications. If the issues of sustainability are not diversified, then it
might become trapped within its own loophole and make itself unsustainable.
Diversification is therefore needed to perpetually define and redefine different
sustainability problems. One such initiation of diversification could be started
from a system design process to make the resulting design and the design process
sustainable. IIF is designed to keep this in mind.

Creative practice of OI and OSI is expected within the design space of inclu-
sive innovation, through which new knowledge about the sustainability problem
could be identified and resolved. Finally, a complex view of sustainability would
create the need and a demand to evolve design frameworks and design principles
that are able to handle complex sustainability issues. Complex sustainability
problems could be realized by practicing IIF during a design process. Consid-
ering large-scale system design and the involvement of different stakeholders in
various social and political situations could lead the designers to realizing what
sustainability is in that particular context. IIF could then contribute in achieving
those sustainability goals. In conclusion, when discussing IIF and SHCI it could
be said that the framework was revealed to be fitting for the purpose of SHCI
research trends, as noticed from Table 3. The research trend parameters were
discussed in this section in detail to argue that IIF in a design process could be
applied to create systems that can be used for changing user behavior in complex
sustainability issues, in long-term design problems, and to create products and
services for daily use. In other words, the IIF could reflect SHCI design issues
and requirements in a design process.

5 Discussions and Future Work

One of the primary goals of system design science is to shape and organize design
processes. However, considerable design science research in academia is more pre-
scriptive and not exploratory [23], which has initiated the idea of exploring the
earlier proposed IIF under the shade of SHCI. Empirically, it was shown earlier
that action-centric process theory is more successful in describing the shape of
system design than with reason-centric perspective [23] which favors supports
of the OI and OSI frameworks, which are a subset of the IIF analyzed within
the context of reason-centric perspective. Ralph [25] did evaluate FSB and SCI
through a multi-methodological approach and found SCI to represent more ac-
curately represent software development practice. It did, however, neither prove
SCI nor falsify FSB for development of software. It is important to realize that
the IIF, OI framework, and OSI framework are not meant to produce any tech-
nological artifacts; instead, a virtual artifact, which is how the differentiation
between classical design science research and system design research should be



perceived in this paper. One of such virtual artifacts was selected to be a sus-
tainability issue from the IIF, analyzed within the context of SHCI. In favor
of descriptive and explanatory validity of IIF for SHCI, the existing framework
could be seen as a process model whereby usually the abstract description of a
proposed process is usually presented [3]. The analysis and results of this paper
could then be seen as a process theory for which the outcome of the IIF as a
process model appeared in a generalized way, within the context of SHCI. On
the other hand, the characteristic of the IIF in the context of SHCI also supports
the genres and axes of SHCI identified by DiSalvo [4], when the authors raised
and discussed issues like the requirement of application of the SHCI concept,
thinking more than the traditional HCI concept; bigger, with large-scale and
users’ and group-design’s problems.

Another aspect, called a “value-sensitive design approach,” could be realized
through the outcome of the results from this paper. Value-sensitive design is
known to contribute to the foundation of different social issues in the HCI re-
search [9]. Issues like sustainability could be an embodied value to incorporate in
the design process for producing a good design outcome from the beginning and
throughout a design process. Friedman et al. identified sustainability as one of
the ethical principles to be used in value-sensitive design [8]. The IIF used four
UD principles and the rationale was not philosophically grounded; rather, their
selection was arbitrary. Therefore, by analyzing IIF using a reason-centric ap-
proach like FBS framework, it was grounded that a designer could be capable of
controlling a design process, which is an information-processing metaphor sup-
ported by the reason-centric view, to satisfy a need like sustainability throughout
the whole design process. However, as suggested by Ralph [23], a reason-centric
perspective is a popular but questionable system design perspective. Action-
centric perspective is more consistent and pragmatic. The IIF should therefore
demand empirical verification. Nevertheless, the FBS framework was used only
to analyze IIF and not to specify the development process. How pragmatic it
would be to analyze IIF using an action-centric framework was not the topic
of interest in this paper and therefore has not been discussed. Possibilities and
scopes of further research work will now be discussed, for which some constraints
of this research will be highlighted too.

The next step of this research could be viewed from three different perspec-
tives. Firstly, empirical validation of the IIF for justifying the SHCI dimensions
is central to see that the opinions formulated from the SCI and FBS frameworks
are valid in a system development setup. At the same time, it would be inter-
esting to be pragmatic and see how the SHCI dimensions could be realized by
putting the IIF into practice in system development. This could be achieved by
analyzing how a design process followed by the IIF could shape an organization.
A system could be analyzed in the different phases of its development life cycle
to determine whether IIF is successful in terms of realizing the new dimensions
of SHCI. Secondly, since the SCI and FBS frameworks were initiated by the need
of a different software development perspective, a system development could be
analyzed in terms of programming and coding of the software by following the



IIF and observing how well the addressed SHCI issues would behave in such a
setup. Finally, to analyze existing systems by taking them as different sample
cases could be another choice to add new scopes into this research. Case study
analysis may find new parameters to be added into the SCI and FBS frame-
works’ concept and operation, which would extend or find new dimensions for
SHCI.

6 Conclusions

In this paper the previously established IIF for sustainable system development
was analyzed together with the OI and OSI frameworks by using two existing
reason- and action-centric frameworks (FBS and SCI). The IIF could create a
design space which would be based on OI and OSI, and this was the rationale
behind analyzing these OI and OSI frameworks together with IIF. The reason-
and action-centric properties from IIF together with OI and OSI frameworks
were then compared with six SHCI dimensions, which were identified in previous
research to be the most important impending issues for SHCI research. The
analysis showed that IIF aiming for sustainable system development could be
successful in mapping itself towards describing the different dimensions of SHCI.
The action-centric perspective for comparison strengthened the fact that OI and
OSI could work as a support for the IIF for effective realization of different
sustainability characteristics of a system, while at the same time reflecting SHCI
research prospects in a new dimension.
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